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High-pressure phase diagram of NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 : Disappearance of superconductivity
on the verge of ferromagnetism from Nd moments
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We investigated transport and magnetic properties of single crystal NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 under hydrostatic pressures up to 50 GPa. The ambient pressure superconductivity at Tc ∼ 45.4 K was fully suppressed at Pc ∼ 21 GPa.
Upon a further increase of pressure, ferromagnetism associated with the order of the rare-earth subsystem was
induced at the border of superconductivity. Our finding is supported by the hysteresis in the magnetization
M (H ) loops and the strong increase in the field cooled data M (T ) toward low temperatures. We also show that
the temperature evolution of the electrical resistivity as a function of pressure is consistent with a crossover from
a Fermi liquid to non-Fermi liquid to Fermi liquid. The Hall measurements suggest that the multiband electronic
structures have changed with pressure, which should also affect the resistivity behavior. These results give access
to the high-pressure side of the superconducting phase diagram in the 1111 type of materials.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.98.094504
I. INTRODUCTION

A key topic in current research of strongly correlated heavy
fermion systems, high-Tc cuprates, and ferrates is the coexistence and competition between superconductivity and various
electronic orders [1–3]. In conventional superconductors, the
electron-phonon interaction gives rise to the attraction between electrons with opposite momenta and opposite spins.
This causes superconductivity characterized by spin-singlet
s-wave Cooper pairing and conservation of the time-reversal
symmetry [4]. In contrast, ferromagnetism breaks the time
reversal symmetry, which makes these two phenomena antagonistic to each other. There are systems, however, where
both superconductivity and ferromagnetism stems from the
same electrons, although magnetism is suppressed prior to the
emergent superconducting (SC) order. In the heavy fermion
compounds UGe2 [5] and URhGe [6,7] superconductivity on
the verge of ferromagnetism is understood by magnetic interactions which presumes that spin-triplet pairing is advantageous to the spin-singlet pairing. An antiferromagnetism is
not excluded by superconductivity since the average values
of the magnetic induction and exchange field are negligibly
small on the scale of the SC correlation length [8]. A unique
coexistence of superconductivity, antiferromagnetism, and
ferromagnetism was observed in RuSr 2 GdCu2 O8 , where all
these phenomena were attributed to spatially separated CuO2
planes, and Gd and Ru magnetic moments [9]. Similarly,
the coexistence of spatially separated ferromagnetism and
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superconductivity was observed in the ferroarsenite family
[9–11]. The systems that evidence not just the coexistence but
also the interplay of these quantum cooperative phenomena in
a single material are the most interesting.
The normal state of high-Tc superconductors is quite unusual. The electrical resistivity varies with temperature in a
peculiar way which deviates significantly from ∼T 2 dependence expected from the Fermi-liquid (FL) theory of metals
[12–15]. Since non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) behavior is often seen
above a SC dome, there is a consensus that its origin may hold
the key to understand the pairing mechanism in high-Tc superconductors [15]. Studies on the high-Tc cuprates [9,13,14],
heavy fermion metals [15], organic Bechgaard salts [16], and
iron-based superconductors [17–20] imply that NFL behavior
and high-Tc SC dome favor proximity to magnetic order. This
fact has led to proposals ascribing both NFL behavior and
high-Tc superconductivity to spin fluctuations close to a magnetic quantum critical point [21,22]. At present, the microscopic mechanism of the NFL behavior and its relationship to
high-Tc superconductivity are still under considerable debate.
The
1111-type
iron-based
superconductors
LnFeAsO1−x Fx (Ln stands for lanthanide) were the first
material with a Tc above 50 K, besides the cuprate
superconductors [23]. A change of the rare-earth ion or
application of high pressure to the 1111-type materials
[24–27] has revealed the substantial influence of the interionic
distances on the Tc . Thus, finding a way to tune the physical
properties of NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 is important not only for
understanding all of these interesting features but also for
exploring the underlying mechanism of superconductivity
in the iron-based superconductors. Hydrostatic pressure
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FIG. 1. (a) The T dependence of the in-plane resistance measurements upon heating the NdFeAsO1−x Fx single crystals at x = 0 and
0.1. (b) In-plane electrical resistivity ρ versus temperature between 1.6 and 19.4 GPa. The inset is a closeup of the low-temperature region,
highlighting the SC transition. (c) The T dependence of the resistivity curves at pressures between 22.9 and 50 GPa. The insets of (a) and
(c) images of the NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 sample mounted in a diamond anvil cell at 1.6 and 50 GPa, respectively.

is a tool widely used to study materials without changing
their stoichiometry [28–30]. A number of important results
have been obtained for iron-based superconductors using
high-pressure techniques [27,31–37]. Up to date, the
suppression of superconductivity under pressure in the
1111 type of materials is not well studied.
To this end, we performed transport and magnetic property studies on a NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 single crystal under hydrostatic pressures up to 50 GPa. Relatively few studies on
NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 have been published so far. The reason for
this poor understanding of superconductivity is that the current Nd1111 system phase diagrams (Tc vs F content) were
obtained from polycrystals [38,39], which are problematic
due to (foreign phases, local variation of the F content,
etc.). We find that while superconductivity is monotonically
suppressed with increasing the pressure, the transport properties reveal a prominent FL-NFL-FL crossover. We construct
the most comprehensive unique pressure-temperature phase
diagram mapping out the explicit evolutions with pressure.
Our observations provide upon further increasing pressure
a clear evidence of ferromagnetism which arises from the
4f moments due to Nd. Our results highlight a competing
nature between magnetic order and high-Tc superconductivity
in the phase diagram of NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 , which is a key
material among the iron-based superconductors. The paper is
organized as follows. In Sec. II we give technical details of
experimental techniques. Experimental results are presented
in Sec. III. In Secs. IV and VI discussions and conclusions
will be presented.

II. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

High-quality single crystals of NdFeAsO and fluorinedoped NdFeAsO were grown out of NaCl/KCl flux at am-

bient pressure as a new method [40]. Due to the toxicity of
arsenic, all procedures related to the sample preparation were
performed in a glove box. Starting materials were pristine
Neodymium and arsenic as well as iron(III)-oxide powder
and iron(II)-fluoride powder. After mixing together the educts
were transferred into a glassy carbon crucible. As flux material an eutectic mixture of NaCl and KCl was used, with a
molar material to flux ratio of 1:7. Batches with platletlike
single crystals were carefully examined by electron probe
microanalyzer and x-ray powder diffraction. Further details
of the characterization and growth can be found in [40].
A nonmagnetic diamond anvil cell (DAC) was used for
high-pressure resistivity measurements. Four contacts were
used to measure the high-pressure in-plane resistivity with
the superconductor NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 set in a diamond anvil
cell in the PPMS-9 T (Quantum Design). Single crystals
with typical dimensions of 70 × 70 × 10 μm3 were loaded in
sample chambers made by c-BN gasket. We used an insulating
gasket made of the mixture of cubic boron nitride with epoxy.
Daphne oil 7373 was used as a pressure medium. Pressure
was calibrated by using several ruby chips with dimensions
of about 1 mm placed into the cell along with the sample
at room temperature. Four Pt leads with thickness of about
10 μm and width of about 7–12 μm were used for four-probe
measurements. For the magnetic experiments, the dc magnetic
susceptibility was observed by the vibrating coil magnetometer using a superconducting quantum interference device
magnetometer [41]. The dc field of 30 Oe was applied by the
NbTi superconducting magnet. Contraction corresponding to
a stress of up to approximately 30 GPa was achieved using
a CuBe DAC and combined NiCrAl/CuBe gasket [42]. We
used Daphne 7373 oil as a liquidlike pressure-transmitting
medium. The pressure value was evaluated measuring the
fluorescence of ruby located in the sample cavity. In the
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FIG. 2. (a) The temperature dependence of the dc-susceptibility
components measured in dc field with an amplitude of 30 Oe. The
data were collected upon warming in different dc magnetic fields
after cooling in a zero magnetic field. The inset illustrates a photograph of the detection coil. The inside of the main coil [20 turns,
marked as (1)] with no bobbin was cone shaped. The compensation
coil [20 turns, marked as (2)], covered with Stycast No. 2850FT, was
located around the main coil, forming a concentric gradiometer [45].
(b) The magnetic field dependence of the isothermal magnetization
M vs H loops were measured at different pressures at 2 K, which is
consistent with a standard hysteresis loop for ferromagnets. The inset
depicts the magnetic field dependence of the isothermal magnetization M vs H loops measured at 2 K up to 7 T with the field parallel
to the c axis.

sample chamber, lead was also held as the manometer at low
temperature as well as the standard sample to judge the sign
of magnetization.
III. RESULTS
A. Electrical resistivity and magnetic measurements

Figure 1(a) illustrates the T dependence of the in-plane
resistance measurements of NdFeAsO and NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1
single crystals during heating. In the NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 sample,
the normal state exhibits simple metallic behavior during
cooling down from room T , followed by a sharp SC transition
at Tc ≈ 45.4 K, which agrees with magnetization data [40].
The Tc is monotonically suppressed by increasing pressure
up to 19.4 GPa, which can be seen more clearly from the

FIG. 3. Pressure-temperature (P -T ) phase diagram of
NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 . Pressure dependence of the SC transition
temperatures Tc s and a contour color plot of the normal-state
resistivity exponent n up to 50 GPa. The temperature dependence
of n are extracted from ρ(T ) = ρ0 + AT n for each pressure. The
pink region illustrates that the temperature dependence of n between
1.5  n  1.75. The values of Tconset , Tczero , TcFM , and Tcχ were
determined from the high-pressure resistivity and dc magnetic
susceptibility. Above Pc , local ferromagnetic order from the Nd
moments appear, observed in resistivity and susceptibility. The
area above the FM regime is obtained from the blue arrows in
Figs. 4(i)–4(k). The inset illustrates the pressure dependence of the
Hall coefficient RH , and ρ300K . RH is extracted from the transverse
resistivity ρxy ; see below Fig. 5(c).

ρ(T ) data below 60 K shown in Fig. 1(b). Here, we define
the onset Tconset as the temperature where the ρ(T ) starts
to deviate from the extrapolated normal-state behavior, and
determine Tczero as the zero-resistivity temperature. The error
bars are estimated to be ±1 K. Upon increasing pressure to
19.4 GPa, the Tconset is gradually suppressed to ∼5 K and
the Tczero can barely be defined down to 2 K, the lowest
temperature in this study. The pressure coefficient dTc /dP is
around −2.2 K/GPa. Interestingly, when pressure increased
from 22.9 to 50 GPa, Tc was suppressed and a broad transition
appeared at low temperatures as shown in Fig. 1(c). A closer
inspection of the ρ(T ) data in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) also reveals
a gradual evolution of the temperature dependence of normalstate resistivity under pressure.
To clarify the features of the pressure-induced phase transition, we investigated the dc magnetic susceptibility under high
pressure. In Fig. 2(a), we show the temperature dependence of
the dc-susceptibility components measured in the dc field with
an amplitude of 30 Oe. The T dependence of magnetization
taken upon warming after field cooling and the pressure was
determined by the shift of the SC-Tc of lead located in the
gasket hole. We found a significant and rapid increase of
the susceptibility with increasing the pressure. The Tc is
monotonically suppressed by increasing pressure as shown
in the resistivity. This can be seen from the P = 11.4 and
16.8 GPa data, in which the Meissner signal was observed
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FIG. 4. (a) The resistivity data at different magnetic fields under 45 GPa. The magnetic field broadens the magnetic transition; it also
slightly increases the FM transition. (b) T dependence of the derivative of the resistivity dρ/dT up to 50 Gpa. (c)–(k) Resistivity as a function
of T n for different P values. n is the power determined from the single power-law fit to the resistivity as a function of T presented in (l). The
straight solid line in each panel is the linear fit. (m) The parameter A is obtained by fitting the normal state resistivity data below 80 K using
this formula: ρ(T ) = ρ0 + AT n .

together with that of lead in the zero-field cooling. Upon
further increasing the pressure, at P = 25.5 and 30 GPa, the
magnetic anomaly is enhanced in the field-cooled scenario
upon entering the ferromagnetic phase (FM). In order to
confirm this point, we plotted the magnetic field dependence
of the isothermal magnetization M vs H loops measured at
different pressures at 2 K in Fig. 2(b). The high-pressure
behavior for the M vs H loop reveals a magnetic hysteresis
loop could be due to the presence of ferromagnetic clusters
within spin glass state, which in a way contradicted the
existence of long-range magnetic order (of the ferromagnetic
or antiferromagnetic type) in this system. While at ambient
pressure [inset of Fig. 2(b)], the magnetic hysteresis loop is
almost symmetric about the horizontal axis, which indicates
that the hysteresis in the crystal arises mainly from bulk flux
pinning rather than from the surface barrier. The saturated
high-field magnetization increases with increasing pressure,
signifying a stabilization of ferromagnetism under pressure.

sition is ferromagnetic, as shown by the T dependence of the
in-plane resistivity at different magnetic fields at 45 GPa [see
Fig. 4(a)], which show that the magnetic field broadens and
slightly increases the magnetic transition. A square represents
the transition temperature for each field calculated from the
higher temperature peak of the derivative dρ/dT . Such an
evolution of the SC and FM phases is observed in other Febased superconductors [43,44]. Since the Ruderman-KittelKasuya-Yosida (RKKY) exchange coupling between the Nd
local moments is oscillatory with distance, starting with FM
coupling at low distances, the general trend towards ferromagnetism under pressure is expected [43]. Interestingly, recent
studies using a minimal multiband model, have shown that
the Fermi surface nesting has a strong influence on the RKKY
interaction [43,46]. In CeFeAsO1−x Fx the suppression of the
AFM ordering alone is not sufficient for the emergence of CeFM ordering as shown by F-doping studies [47]. Therefore,
the origin for this behavior is more complex than a possible
simple sign change of the RKKY interaction [48].

B. Temperature-pressure phase diagram

The pressure dependencies of the obtained Tconset , Tczero ,
χ
TcFM , and Tc for the studied NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 are summarized
in Fig. 3, which explicitly evidences the gradual suppression
of the SC phase followed by the appearance of the FM phase
above Pc ∼ 21 GPa. Upon lowering the temperature, ρ(T )
displays a broad anomaly which reflects the onset of ferromagnetic ordering. The evolution of this anomaly under pressure can be clearly seen in the derivative of the high-pressure
data illustrated in Fig. 4(b). The nature of this magnetic tran-

C. Fermi liquid to non-Fermi liquid

To gain insights into the peculiar non-Fermi-liquid behavior, we measured the magnetic field dependence of Hall
resistivity [ρxy (H )] at different pressure. We noticed that all
curves in Fig. 5(c) have sublinearity versus the magnetic field.
Upon increasing pressure, all curves exhibit a negative slope
in the whole investigated magnetic-field range. The inset of
Fig. 3 presents the pressure dependence of the Hall coefficient,
defined as the field derivative of ρxy (H ), RH ≡ ρxy (H )/dH ,
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as the slope of a linear fitting to ρxy (H ). In fact, the negative
sign of RH is clearly in the whole pressure range, suggesting
that the electron-type carriers dominate the charge transport in
the NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 system. RH is negative, and its magnitude
first increases slightly with pressure and then experiences a
quick reduction above 20 GPa. Such a significant change in
the pressure dependence of RH reflects a pronounced change
in the band structure of NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 under pressure. The
emergence of FM and the change of the RH -pressure dependence at the same pressure indicate a close connection
between them. Additionally, we noticed that both RH and Tc
show similar pressure dependence behavior. Furthermore, we
performed a high-pressure magnetic susceptibility at 10 KOe
measured between 10 and 30 GPa, in order to uncover the
origin of such an intriguing phenomenon. We plotted the
temperature-dependent inverse magnetic susceptibility under several pressures; see Fig. 5(a). Additionally, we show
a semilogarithmic plot of low-temperature susceptibility in
Fig. 5(b). The data are shifted slightly vertically for more clarity and follow M/H ∼ log10 T , which illustrates signature
non-Fermi-liquid behavior [49]. However, the microscopic
origin of the NFL behavior is still under debate in several
materials. In general, careful analysis of Fe-based compounds
will help to investigate the validity of pro-posed theories
and, perhaps, provide a unifying model for the breakdown of
Fermi-liquid theory in all classes of the Fe-based materials.
IV. DISCUSSION

FIG. 5. (a) Zero-field cooled at 10 KOe presents the temperaturedependent inverse magnetic susceptibility. (b) Semilogarithmic plot
of the low-temperature susceptibility. Black lines are the linear fit
as follows: M/H ∼ log10 T , which illustrates signature non-Fermiliquid behavior. The data are shifted vertically for clarity. (c) The
field dependence of Hall resistivity ρxy (H ) of the NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1
single crystal at pressures up to 20.5 GPa at 60 K. Hall coefficient
RH extracted from the transverse resistivity ρxy . The pressure dependence of the Hall coefficient, defined as the field derivative of
ρxy (H ), RH ∼ ρxy (H )/dH , as the slope of a linear fitting to ρxy (H )
is presented in the inset of Fig. 3.

The Hall measurements suggest that the multiband electronic structures have changed with pressure, which should
also affect the resistivity behavior. To uncover the origin of
this crossover from Fermi-liquid to non-Fermi-liquid behavior
under pressure, we investigated the normal-state properties,
which are usually tightly correlated with the SC states for
unconventional superconductors. Figure 1(b) shows a distinct
change in the temperature dependence of normal-state resistivity already. To quantify this evolution, we fit the ρ(T )
to a single power law ρ(T ) = ρ0 + AT n , [see Figs. 4(c)–
4(k)], in a sliding window width T =20 K, returning the
exponent n and the residual resistivity ρ0 . The power law
analysis was done way above the Tc and magnetic order.
The evolution of n with doping is summarized in Fig. 4(l).
In NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 (from 0 to 4 GPa), the exponent n is 2
below 100 K, i.e., the resistivity varies quadratically with
temperature, indicating a FL normal state. Upon further pressure increase, n decreases, reaching a minimum of 1.5 at
P = 14 GPa. n begins to increase and recovers to a value
of 2 again at about P = 40 GPa. The minimum of n near
Pc = 21 GPa might be related to a change of the electronic
structure. These results of n illustrate that a pressure-induced
FL-NFL-FL crossover appears at the high-pressure side of the
SC dome in NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 . This result indicates that the
FL-NFL-FL crossover in the investigated system is not tied to
the impurity level. Simultaneously, the absolute value of the
room temperature resistivity is strongly pressure dependent;
see the inset of Fig. 3.
For lightly doped materials, a spin fluctuation resulting
from the Fermi surface nesting between hole and electron
pockets is a plausible candidate for the pairing mechanism
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[25,26,50]. In NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 , the SDW/structural anomaly
is completely suppressed. The normal state exhibits simple
metallic behavior upon cooling down from room T , followed
by a sharp SC transition at Tc ≈ 45.5 K of the normal
state resistivity. In our results, superconductivity can not be
detected above 23 GPa. For the FL behavior, the resistivity ρ is proportional to T 2 . However, upon increasing the
compression, the resistivity follows T 1.5 behavior due to the
strong quantum fluctuation. This could be a signature of
quantum critical point (QCP) [44]. However, all quantum
criticality analysis for other systems discussed here was done
at low temperatures. In strongly correlated electron systems,
the coefficient A of T 2 is often scaled as the strength of
the electronic correlations. The sudden change in A reflects
the reconstruction of the Fermi surface topology [13]. We
found that the parameter A decreases with increasing pressure
(P > 40 GPa) as shown in Fig. 4(m). If we assumed that
the Kadowaki-Woods ratio [51] is maintained under pressure
similar to the BaFe2 (As1−x Px )2 system [19], the parameter A
should be proportional to the square of the effective mass m∗ .
The observed new magnetic ordering in the high compressed
NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1 system indicates the universality of the competition between superconductivity and FM in such a kind
of superconducting system [43,44]. It might enhance or drive
unconventional superconductivity in iron-based superconductors. The close relationship between the FM and superconductivity indicates the importance of spin fluctuations to mediate
superconductivity. Such fluctuations are the leading candidate
of the pairing glue in iron-based superconductors. Within the
framework of coexistence between superconductivity and FM,
one can readily understand why Tc decreases upon applying
pressure or doping and eventually approaches absolute zero
when the system goes away from it. The decrease of Tc in
the doped iron-based compounds when passing through the
optimal doping level has been suggested to result from the
reduction of the AF spin fluctuations and thus the decrease
of m∗ [43,44]. In our investigated system, we observed the
systematic decrease of Tc and A (thus the square of the effective mass m∗ ). Finally, it is noteworthy that the temperature
dependence of resistivity in the normal state of the overdoped
La2−x Sr x CuO4 shows T 1.6 at the end of the SC dome, which
has been attributed to quantum criticality [13]. Likewise, our

observation of similar power-law behavior near the border
of the SC dome in the investigated system NdFeAsO0.9 F0.1
points to plausible common physics that warrants in-depth
explorations in the future. Experimentally, these results should
stimulate new investigations on NdFeAsO1−x Fx and might
also guide explorations of the unconventional origins of the
high-Tc superconductivity in this class of materials.
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